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ABSTRACT

This essay describes three Species of the music video genre: the
presentational, the dramatic, and the lyric. Lyric music videos have given
rise to a ne,iv seCond generation of programming by adding expressive
elements to the drathatic narrative formula of television.
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There is general agreement that mUSic video is something new in

mass-mediated culture. FrOm an aesthetic/critical point of view, music

videos are striking in the "density of their "juxtapositional montage")

Their content often includes disturbing images of sex, violence2 and

death.3 The impact and effects of MUtic videos have been likened tO the

implications of Hietzscheiati nihilism: 'criticism, even ridicUle, of

societal values.... [and] Calls for outright anarchy.-4

There are a few studies of aesthetic aspects of music video,5 some

content-analytic studies,6 and a larger number of treatments in the trade

arid popular press which focUs oh Music videos as commercial vehitles.7

However, we are certainly very far from a crherent understanding of the

aesthetics of music videos which has the stature of, Say, the auteur school

of film criticism. The discussions in scholarly studies, and the popular

press items on music video, usually either tacitly assume that this new

genre can be assimilated to the Standing ideas about televiSion aesthetics

and effects or they siMply ignore the theoretical dimensions and

implications of the new form.

Before an overall theoretical understanding of music video is

postible, preliminary "systematic description and interpretation4 must

be dons. This provideS a basis ftir building a critical theory. The critical

and content-analytic Studies cited above are valuable for their
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contributionS to this Of fOrt of naturalistic observation. Both the tom and

the content of the new televisual genre Mutt be unpacked. Essent ally,

this amounts to a deconstructiOn cif Music videos that will make Visible

their aesthetic rules; or grammar. This project should precede qUestions

about uses or effects. We need "sufficient descriptive and interpretive

Worit"9 t.; support theoretical explanetion; th short, we need to 'begin at

the beginning"1° with mUtic videb. This essay is an attempt to do the:

The content-analytit ttudies tend to divide music videos WO two

groups: "performance" videos and concept-11 videos: This essay will not

Mit-Pe much to say about the first category. Televisual and filmic texts

which document rock music perforn.drides (so-called "rockurnentaries")

are familiar end rather streightforward. The performances may be

embellished with all sorts of intricate musical and presentational

tethniques, but the capture of the performance on videothpe or film is

usually unremarkable, at least to bUdierices who have learned well to

accept and appreciate traditiehal televisual techniques such as mikes,

zooms, slo-mo, etc. BUt the concept videos need to be loekE I at More

closely; because here new and exciLing experiences are being offered to

VieWer/listeners. Also, t is now generally accepted that the new

elements of concept videos are qUitkly seeping into and transforming

traditional television programming12 and films. (Flashdanee and itt ilk
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are examples.)

The categorizetion of performance versus concept videos might just

as well be a distinction between perfurmance ar other," from this

essay's point of view. The concept category seems clearly to include two

very different sorts of music videos. One is like traditional television and

film fare in that it is essentially narrative drama; it tells a story, elbeit

often with much emotion& overlay and expressive fleir. But then,

conventionol operas are narrative dramas which add expressive elements

to the nerrative dramas of legitimate theater. This sort of media

textthe narrative drama"is familiar.

But there iS another sort of concept music video that doetn't

tell--or herdlg Wit-- a story at all. Instead, it uses eLidiovisual symbols

without a Storyline, or with a minimal, barely ditternable ston.iline, to

express feelings or present ebstreet concepts. These videos resemble

lyric poems. Lyrical music videos may be likened to imagist poetry,

sonnets or odes, in centre-St to dramatic monologues. Theg are like

expressive songs rather than ballads or story-swigS.

Since Yirttially all convention& television programming is narrative

&chid, the distinction between dramatic and lyric music videos is

important. It is the lyric videos that truly represent something neW in the

culture of televition. While Michael Jackson's videos ("Beat It, "Billie
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Jean; -Thriller;" Epic) are eMbellished dramatic narratives, Bonnie TylerS

"Total Eclipse of the Heart" (Columbia) and Nik Kershaw's "Wouldn't It Be

Good?' (MCA) do not have a storyline in any conventional senSe; they are

expressive, audiovisual lyrics. With thete eXamples, and an intuitive

sense of the differenceS betWeeh dramatic and lyric textsi in mind, th s

essay Will loOk More closely at dramatic versus lyric videbs, and trg tb

shoW that lyric videos are adding interesting new elements to traditional

electronic media texts.

Prornatir Natrertive Stilicturef

The stories that make up the literature of Western cultUre have bean

cast in the form of dramatic rianition Since the time of classical Greece

and before. (The Bible is largely a compendium of dramatic narratives. A

dramatic narratiVe Unfolds in three phases, or acts. In the first det, a

problematic situation is set up. The second act it a dramatic &gm in

which protagonists and antagonistS confront each other. In the third act,

the problem is resolved and the dentequences of its resolution are

presented. The firtt det ends with a "plot point"13 at which all th6

elements Of the problem are 'in place." The second act ends with another

plot point, the climactic moment of the story, which is sometimes called
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the "peripeteia" (turn-around).

The epic of the Trojan War exemplifies dramatic narration. The

problem begins, of course, with the abduction of Helen. The first plot

point occUrs when the Greek wurships set out for Troy. The Second plot

point is the scene in which the Trojans take the Wooden horse thto the

City. In the third act, the Greeks retUrn to their hOmeland to live happily

ever after. The adventures: of Odysseus' prolonged journey back can be

seen es three=act drama set within the third act of the Trojan war story.

Contemporary would-be media writers are admonished to fashion

their stories as dramatic narratives," and "eXpert" Média writers end

teachers of media writing claim that virtUally every television and film

story has the dramatic narrative fortn.15 There are of course,

tine pti ons," Last year at Mah_enbad is a famous one--but they seem to be

exceptions that prove the nile. Television soap operas Manipulate the

dramatic narrative form so that third=att ; eSolUtionS are delayed and

always contain the seeds of the problem Of the next first act. But film and

television texts generally present complete dramatic narratives in their

120, or 60 or 30 minutes of provam time.

8
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Prema ic NerMile17 if? /VS* Videt7S'

Many concept music videos are dramatic narratives; often embellished

with expressive, lgrical effects but essentially stories nonethelest. Such

videos might be viewed as electronlc mini-operat. Mithael Jackson's

ClaStics, °Billie Jean: "Beat It' and -Thriliét," are widely-known examples

of this type. In Tithe Jean: the first act's set-up includes an

introduction to a drab citl1;scape; the entrance of JackSon at an

Other=WOrldly hero whose character is emblerhati2ed by imagery of light

Whith literally marks h;s every step; a sinitter, trenchcoated

photographer-villain; who, in trying to capture Jackson's image; seerns to

be attempting to Steal his soul; and hints of a scandal (the newspaper

headline abbUt Billie Jean). The first act's plot point Otctirs when Jackson

magitallg escapes the photographers efforts to capture his spirit. In the

second act, the protagonist mulls over his situation and his relationship to

Billie Jean in song and !ince. Here the action recalls Neil Sinion't idea

that; While eVery dramatic narrative centers on a conflitt, it need not be a

conflict between persms Rather, Simon poiritt id that the conflict can

be between a protagonist and "the circum4Lances of life.'46 The second

plot point is the Moment when Jackson &limbs into bed with the girl, and

then mijsterthuslu disappears, again sun-ounded by an aura -of light. In the
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third act's resolUtiO, the police arrive (in a manner qUite reminiscent of

"the cavalry coming Over the hill"), and take possestion of the shadowy

photographer. Cur hero, invisible except for his signature of light, goes

Off Into the sunset."

While much of the plot of Billie Jean is ambfguout=-We hardly know

what to make Of the tittion at the two plot pointsit is clear that the

story has the shape of a dramatic narrative, albeit a mysterious one. The

dramatic narrative of "Beat it" is quite obvious. A first act culminates in

the face-off of the two gangs. The second act begths with what seeMs to

be a "nimble: but, at the settind plot pothti Jackson tronsfortt the fight

into what, in the third act, becomes an ensemble dente Of harmony.

"Billie Jean" and "Beat Its are clearly dramatic narratives set to

Music (even though the music actUally preceded the staging, of course),

and many other music videoe fit this pattern. (David Bowie's "China Girl"

[EMI Ameil.AJ for iiistande, is another example of the typej But other

music videos are lyric end expressive in essence rather than dramatic.

These Videos seem to be harbingers of Somethirg tnily new in in

television- -oomethinQ other than drattiatic storytelling.



Music Video es irlectrem-c isric

Like lyric poems, some MUSiC Videtis present series of images that

express feeling or create mood. A sthking example is Bonme Tylers

"Total EClipse of the Heart: The title suggests either falling in love or

ekperiencing the end of a love if fair, Nit the video tells no such story.

Instead, it presents a series Of &kith-like vignettes which, token

together, recall symbolitt or imagist poetry, or surrealist painting. The

overall meaning of these irnages is not at all clear, but their effect is

powerful. 'Eclipse is an example of a type of video which features

"psycho-symbolic imagery-17 WithoUt a discernable storyline. The

Eurythmics' "sweet Breaths" (RCA) is another of this Sort

Such videos give an interior view; so to Speak; Of the intrapersonal

Ohatter of thoughts, images and feeling8 Whith we each experience. There

oftenperhapi usually--nO narrative structure to our psychic

streams-of-consciousness. They; and the music videos which mimic them,

are quite similar to the juxtaposition of images Without temporal/causal

order which occurs in a film such as 14st V ear di-. Maenbad Among the

better-known videos which depart ft-OM the stnicture of traditional

dramatic narration are: Herbie Hancock's "Rock lt," (Columbia) Laura
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Brannigan's Self Control" (Atlantic) and David Bowie's "Ashes to AShes'

(Rt:A).

In an uncanny way, the content of Some lyrical music videos seems to

represent the suggestive, symboliling procesS itself. These videos, in

other words, presTrd what they rexeswi 'W ouldn't it be Good?: -Beby

COM. Back- (Billy Rankin, A&M) and 'Mind My Have Still r (What Is This,

MCA) are of this type. In them the images, memories, eth. which are the

material of lyrical expression appear framed by the heads and bodies of

the artists. In this way, these videos plainly announce that they are to be

understood, to be seen and heard, as lyrical texts of expression rather than

es dramatic stories. Like traditional lyric poetry, they make private

emotions public.

Turner has suggested that such videos dra* on the material of an

"iconic data base,"18 a cultural bank of televisual and filmic material,

from which they compile a series of expressive, lyrical images meant to

create emotion or mood by suggestion, rather than to dramatize it by

storytelling. This technique is very much like that of the early imagist

poetry of Ezra Pound or the imagistic Japansse form of haiku. Such

lyric/expressive videos are not only themselves a new element in our

culture's audiovisual library; they have also prompted the use of lyrical

elements in mainstream television and film texts.

/
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Music 1,1-are-o Sattgeares ate CorwevtIone/ Thievisfew

Since the end of the 1950s, when television saturation was achieved

in America, TV !las been the central voice of our culture. It has played a

"bardic-19 role as witness to our public events and as leisure=time

storyteller. It has been the medium by which our society shares

experiences, b th historical and fictive. But in the last decade, the mass

audiences of traditional network television have begun to fragment into

smaller groups With diverse interests which select their information and

entertainment from an ever-increasing number of specialized media

channels. Music video programs and channels are one kind of specialized

narrowcast service, one of particular interest and concern because of its

content and age/peer=group appeal.

This essay suggests that the first step in understanding music video,

even if the motivation to understand iS driven by concern with this new

form's effects, is to map out its poetics and describe its subgenres in

general terms. There Seem to be three Species: the presentational, the

dramatic and the lyrical. The presentation& subgenre of music video

includes clips that record, or document, performances. Often these

documentaries include technical tricks (e.g., stop-action, changes of

camera angles and distances) that give views which would be unayailable

1 3
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tO o live oudience. But then, most docurnenthrieS et leatt include edited

transitions, if not more elaborate technic& ManipUlations, which make

them something other than Wareo verlles.

A second subgenre is that of music videos which are instances of

dramatic narration. These clips are little story pieces Which have a

StrUcture similar to that of conventional, Mainstream television

programming. The difference iS that they are dense with special technical

effects that make them not bare draniatic narratives, but elaborate

mini-operas, dramas heavy with symbolic suggestions Cind ernotional

overlays.

Lyrical music Videos which do not present a cOherent dramatic

narrative are a third subgenre. Thit spetiet it perhaps the most

interesting, for it seems to be sOmething new in television programming.

It presents private emotions, as traditional lyric poetry does, and so it

personalizes television. Television, when it shoWs lyrical music videos,

does not speak with a bardic voice; rather it presents invitations to

intiMate experiences. This lyricism is, in a way, counterpart to the

structural fragmentation of television's trend toward narrowcasting. It

is, perhaps, not merely coincidental that, in the last decade, specialized

cable services have come of age, VCRs have been welcomed in American

homes, and music videos which provide intensely personal, lyrical

I 21
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expenences have appeared.

By now, the influence of lyrical music videos in in conventional

television programming is Widely acknowledged. Miami Vice is the

preeminent example; 'The 'Vice' Looke2° might juSt as Well be called the

'Vice Sound.- Other action/adventure series, such as kii-Ant-Ri-dar and

tur,ium--_EL-. also now include lyrical episodes, though these elements

are not usually So well integrated into their dramatic stories as are the

lyrical aspects of Miami-Vic-e. But that is surely because lyricism is a

new addition to mainstream TV fare; it Will almost certainly be used

m re-, and with more Sephittitation, in the future.

Elements Of lyrical music video have invaded television cOrrithertials

even more tWiftly and pervasively than they have found a plate in TV's

programs. By now, ail viewers are familiar with spots that present mood

(and usually have accompanying music) to generate product appeal, rather

than offer product information. Beer commercials excel at this, but other

examples abound: Diet Pepsi spots, Levi's jeans ads, etc.

Perhaps the most interesting critical observation to be made about

music video, as this essay hints at itt beginning, is that the lyrical

element which haS emerged in music video clips is something neW and

different from the dramatic narration which has filled TY screent in the

past. Lyritism seems to be the mark of a new generation of television

1 5



texts, a generation which got its start in lyrical music video. ExplOration

cf this new kind of programming ought to begin with an effort at thorough

"description and interpretation:21 In that spirit, this etsay haS attempted

to begin to sort out and catalogue the species of the music video genre.
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